Gardening with Visual Impairment Resources

This is a list of article titles and websites; each title is hyperlinked to the article. These links were all active as of March 18, 2021

Gardening information and tips

[link to Gardening and Horticulture from Perkins Scout]

[link to Gardening and Yard Work tips from Vision Aware]

[link to Gardening for blind or partially sighted people from Thrive]

[link to Tips on garden design for people with sight loss from Carry on Gardening]

[link to Gardening tips for people with impaired vision from Garden Forever]
Sensory gardens

Visually impaired gardens – how to create a fragrant garden for the blind from Gardening know how

Seeing with other senses: Gardens for the blind from Mother Earth living

How to design a sensory garden for the blind or visually impaired from dengarden

Four fact sheets on sensory gardens from Sensory Trust

Fact sheet: Planning a sensory garden

Fact sheet: Designing a sensory garden

Fact sheet: Plants for a sensory garden

Fact sheet: Sensory trail design

The websites on this list are provided as resources, and neither Ohio AgrAbility or The Ohio State University are responsible for content or information shared on these websites.